Boundary reflection is an important problem of numerical simulation in limited domain. Perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary condition (ABC) is one of the best choices to eliminate boundary reflection. Generally, forward modeling needn't consider PML ABC in free surface, but in prestack reverse time migration, false events will be existed due to the free surface reflection. The goal of this article is to derive the PML ABC formulas of second-order finite element acoustic wave equation based on rugged topography in displacement form and apply it in finite element numerical simulation in rugged topography. Several numerical modeling results are compared. The numerical results show that PML ABC based on rugged topography obtains a much better boundary absorption effect than that of CE ABC, which shows the advantages of this method. So it will eliminate the fault events result from the free surface reflection in prestack reverse time migration based on rugged topography.
Introduction
Numerical simulation is an effective way to study the propagation laws of seismic wave. Prestack reverse time migration [1] imaging based on cross correlation conditions [2] is the cross correlation stacking of forward and backward propagation wave field. It's necessary to introduce a limited computational domain enclosed by the target region for the numerical simulation of wave propagation. Finite element or finite difference method is used to get the discrete expressions of wave equation and boundary condition, which are necessary for the numerical simulation of wave propagation in a certain region. In order to avoid the artificial boundary reflection in the numerical simulation, certain artificial boundaries of the computational domain were introduced, which is called absorbing boundary condition. On the base of paraxial approximations, Clayton and Engquist [3] presented the Clayton Engquist ABC of 2D acoustic wave equation. Peng and Toksoz [4] presented optimized boundary condition. Chew [5] presented a new ABC called perfectly matched layer (PML), which has the remarkable property of having a zero reflection. PML has been used in the first-order acoustic wave equation, which is expressed in velocity-stress form. Free surface absorbing need not be considered in forward modeling. As mentioned above, in prestack reverse time migration based on cross correlation condition, imaging at subsurface can be realized by the summation of cross correlation of forward and backward propagation wave fields, so free surface absorbing must be considered to eliminate false events result from free surface reflection. It's relatively simple to add PML boundary to a region with horizontal free surface with finite difference method, but it is not convenient in rugged topography. In this paper second-order acoustic wave equation is used in displacement form and the corresponding PML formulas are derived as follows.
PML Absorbing Boundary Condition for 2D Acoustic Wave Equation
The 2D acoustic wave equation in rectangular Cartesian coordinate system ( , )
x y is
and its wave equation in frequency domain is
Where, ω denotes frequency and c denotes wave speed. The solution of equation (2) i k x t x , γ>0. Then the wave field will has an exponential decay in x direction, which makes the reflectivity between the computational domain and PML domain tend to zero. There, we introduce a new variable x x i . Then equation (2) can be expressed as , n is defined as the normal vector of the intersection of computational domain and PML domain, and the direction at which n increases is defined as axis x . (Fig. 1) The expression of solution of equation (3) 
Taking direction x as a example, the new complex coordinate is x , then
Thus, equation (3) can be written as
Equations (8) are the differential equations we expect to get after applying Laplace inverse transform to the equation (7). The plane wave solution has an exponential decay. Fig. 4a shows snapshot which has not reached the boundary. Fig. 4b to Fig. 4e shows snapshots which have reached the boundaries. From Fig. 4 we can see that the CE ABC absorb much of incident wave energy, but boundary reflections can still be seen in Fig. 4. (b) and Fig. 4. (d) . However, PML ABC significantly absorbs boundaries reflections in Fig. 4. (c) and Fig. 4. (e) .
We can analyze quantitatively the energy of free surface reflection with CE ABC and PML ABC from the seismogram of a receiver which is located on the free surface. From Fig. 5 , we can also see that there is a much better absorption effect for PML ABC than that for CE ABC.
Conclusions
We have developed for acoustic wave modeling with finite element method based on second-order form acoustic wave equation in rugged topography and compare the absorption effect of PML with that of CE. The modelling examples demonstrated that PML ABC with finite element method in topography significantly absorb boundary reflections. 
